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1 Introduction
An important part of the openlaws.eu project is to include user-generated content and
to combine it with open data. For this purpose, the community needs to be engaged
and awareness for the project has to be increased. Social media dissemination is a key
element for this task.
This “Big data user activity and metadata report” provides a few selected key
performance indicators and statistics for the openlaws platform. The data is provided
by openlaws directly (in the enhanced production environment, further-developed and
operated by the project spin-off openlaws gmbh), the openlaws RIS:App, and the
social media channels used throughout the project. Usage of the services and data
creation could be increased on all levels. The openlaws production system has over
1.4 million legal objects loaded in the graph database and the openlaws RIS:App has
over 10 thousand visits per month.
The first part of this reports focuses on the theoretic background and strategies for
data collection and analyses. The second part includes real-life data from
openlaws.eu. Peaks could be observed during dissemination events, in particular the
openlaws Final BOLD Conference, the openlaws hackathon during the IRIS 2016
legal informatics conference and during the European Data Forum (see Conferences
Report for more details on dissemination activities).
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2 Strategies for Data Collection and Analyses
2.1

Website Analytics – User Traffic

The general idea of website analytics relates to the collecting, the analysing, and the
reporting of user interaction with a target web platform. Furthermore, monitoring
becomes possible due to continuous analytical processes over time. These actions
allow for a better understanding of how users interact with a given platform, how they
arrived at it, and where they go when they leave again. The overall aim is to create an
experience that binds customers to the platform and therefore fosters the
establishment of a sustainable environment and end-user experience. Two suitable
approaches can be identified to gather data. The first approach uses log files of web
servers, while the second option employs client-side capabilities of web browsers
(Hasan et al., 2009). An example for such an analytics environment can be seen in
Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Web analytics dashboard1
The presented dashboard provides a comprehensive overview of all site-related
activities, such as visitor statistics, traffic routes, and top content that is of high
interest to the users of the platform.
2.2

Website Analytics – User Interaction Heat Map

While the before-described analytical processes mainly capture traffic to and from a
website, another important aspect should be acknowledged as well, which is in-page
analytics. The focus here is to track and analyse the actual interaction of users with
1

http://www.openwebanalytics.com/?attachment_id=43
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the front-end and the included content and structure. One way to achieve this task is
to use “person-on-site” testing with actual users performing selected tasks on the
website. To be able to analyse the main orientation and viewpoints of users, eyetracking methods can be employed. These techniques make it possible, to actually see
hotspots of interests that users tend to focus their attention and therefore their eyes on
(Owens & Shrestha, 2008).
However, the above-described eye-tracking approach requires on-site lab setups as
well as volunteers to participate within the analytical process. This kind of setting is
not applicable for our project. As an alternative, in-page analytics were selected.
These analytics introduces a kind of an overlay onto the existing portal website. When
users are browsing the page, their clicks are recorded on this overlay, forming an
interaction heat map that can then be analysed (Farney, 2011). Figure 2 displays an
example of such a heat map.

Figure 2: User website interaction heat map2
From this example heat map, several hot spots of interests can be identified, such as
the main navigation menu, the “back home” functionality behind the logo on the top,
as well as the download link behind the box icon.
2.3

Spatial Analysis of User Location Distribution

As the user profiles of the openlaws platform will foresee a home location attribution,
this information can be used to analyse the spatial distribution of the users as such.
The geo-referenced information (geolocation) of the user community can be
formulated as an additional layer above other existing information, enriching the
overall data at hand (see Fig. 3).

2

http://www.openwebanalytics.com/?attachment_id=61
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Figure 3: Multi-layered geo-referenced data representation3
A suitable technology to store, integrate, process, and visualize these geo-referenced
data comes already with our employed database Neo4j. There exists an extension
called neo4j spatial 4 that provides all required spatial capabilities to our database.
These capabilities include, but are not limited to, map generation, filters on locations
and bounding boxes, or geometrical functions (intersect, include, radius). Combined
with technologies such as Leaflet5 for interactive web-based maps, a basic spatial data
infrastructure for our legal content and associated information can be created.
2.4

User-dependent Page Ranking of Legal Items

To provide effective search results, it is necessary to internally rank all legal items
within the system. By doing so, the most relevant items per search category can be
identified and then presented to the users (see Fig. 4).

Figure 4: Page ranking by categories and beyond6
The ranking value is calculated by weights attached to links between legal items. By
summing these weights up, paired with a proper normalization, a ranking score can be
3

http://wp.me/p26jdv-An
https://github.com/neo4j-contrib/spatial
5
http://leafletjs.com/
6
http://neo4j.com/blog/categorical-pagerank-using-neo4j-apache-spark/
4
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calculated. While this is interesting for search results, it can also provide interesting
insights into the evolving database over time. As users are searching for items, enrich
them with highlights and/or annotations, and upload legal items themselves, the
overall ranking adapts towards inclusion of these new items. Therefore, this ranking
also provides insights towards most important legal items of the current user
community. The employed neo4j database already provides the necessary
functionality to model weighted edges between nodes. In addition, the underlying
search engine elastic-search and available extensions such as GraphAware Neo4j
NodeRank7 or the combination with the clustering engine Apache Spark8 can provide
rock-solid ranking results that can be used for deeper community analysis.
2.5

User-generated Community Highlights in Legal Items

Users on the openlaws platform can highlight aspects and text parts within legal items
in their folders that they deem important. While these highlights have little impact
towards the community, they can be used to express textual interpretation of the
community as a whole. By aggregation of all highlights associated to a legal item in
openlaws, normalized by their total number, community highlights can be generated,
which are publicly available for all users (see Fig. 4).

Figure 5: Community highlights with varying colour intensity
The newly generated community highlights manifest in highlighted text parts with a
varying colour intensity. The level of intensity represents the number of users that
have highlighted the same text parts within this particular legal item – the stronger the
colour the more people deemed this part important. By analysing these community
interpretations, important aspects within legal texts can be found quickly.
2.6

Cluster Analysis of Legal Items

One of the major benefits employing graph databases for storing legal data are their
inherent capability to express connectivity between data entities right away (see Fig.
5). These interconnections can be used to analyse the network established by legal
items, modified, mutated, and evolved by users interacting with these items. The
analysis of these networks can hold valuable information, not only regarding the legal
items, buts also regarding the network between users.

7
8

https://github.com/graphaware/neo4j-noderank
http://spark.apache.org/
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Figure 6: Graph visualisation of data items9
One possible way to perform this network analysis is represented by cluster analysis.
The mathematical output of such an analysis can then be visually displayed to provide
a convenient way to identify potential clusters of high interest (see Fig. 6)

Figure 7: Cluster visualisation of data items10
There do exist multiple cluster analyses, however, one solid starting point is
represented by the Girvan-Newman edge betweenness clustering algorithm (Girvan &
Newman, 2002). It utilizes information about edge betweenness to identify gravity
points of interest, pointing towards community peripheries. The results can be used
within openlaws mainly for two aspects: i) to provide insights in the community
structure of openlaws, and ii) to detect legal items, i.e., legislation that have a high
impact on the community and other legal items.

9

http://nicolewhite.github.io/2014/07/24/visualize-subset-neo4j-alchemy.html
http://nicolewhite.github.io/2014/07/24/visualize-subset-neo4j-alchemy.html
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2.7

Time-based Analysis of Legal Items

Another interesting aspect to investigate is the evolvement of legal items over time.
This can be achieved by a time-based extension for our underlying database neo4j
(Cattuto et al., 2013), (see Fig. 8). This time extension enables digging deeper into the
changes of legal items over time with regard to the external legal sources, but also
reflecting the changes within the openlaws community.

Figure 8: Time line with graph items11
Thus, it becomes possible to see how annotations and highlight to legal texts evolve
over time. Another interesting aspect comes in the form of watching the network
grow. The establishing of links between items, but also emerging sub-groups of users
related to certain legal topics can hold interesting insights.

3 openlaws.eu Statistics
In this section we provide a few actual statistics from the project. The data includes
information from social media activities (mainly Twitter, which was our preferred
communication channel throughout the project), usage reports of the underlying
RIS:App (which has become part of the openlaws.eu project as already indicated in
the project proposal) and the newly developed openlaws.eu platform (which allows
for the creation of community content). In the next months, the user base will be
merged to one comprehensive system by the project spin-off openlaws gmbh.

11

http://keylines.com/network-visualization/visualize-neo4j-time-graph
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Figure 9: openlaws web interface and openlaws RIS:App
3.1

Piwik

Piwik is a free and open source web analytics application written by a team of
international developers that runs on a PHP/MySQL webserver.12 It is self-hosted and
tracks online visits to one or more websites and displays reports on these visits for
analysis. We have used PIWIK for analyses of the usage of the openlaws RIS:App.
PIWIK was preferred over Google Analytics for privacy reasons.

Figure 10: PIWIK dashboard

12

https://piwik.org
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Figure 11: openlaws RIS:App visits
In January 2016 we have reached for the first time over 10,000 visits per month, with
an average visit duration of 4:33 minutes.

Figure 12: openlaws RIS:App searches
The most popular search terms (February 2016) within the mobile RIS:App are the
Austrian Criminal Code (Strafgesetzbuch), the Traffic Regulation Act
(Strassenverkehrsordnung), Security Police Act (Sicherheitspolizeigesetz), the Civil
Code (Allgemeines Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch), the Weapons Usage Act
(Waffengebrauchsgesetz), the Driver’s License Act (Führerscheingesetz) and the
Federal Consitution (Bundesverfassunggesetz). This order shows clearly that usage on
the mobile device is different compared to desktop usage. On mobile devices policerelated/triggered searches are predominant, while traditional usage at the desktop is
broader with a trend towards widely used legislation like the Civil Code. These results
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are also in line with our user feedback, where we have learnt that the mobile
application is heavily used by the police.
3.2

Kibana

Kibana is an open source data visualization plugin for Elastic search.13 It provides
visualization capabilities on top of the content indexed on an Elastic search cluster.
Users can create bar, line and scatter plots, or pie charts and maps on top of large
volumes of data. At openlaws Kibana is used to visualize the contents in the Neo4J
graph database.

Figure 13: openlaws folders
Figure 13 above shows the number of user-created folders within openlaws over the
past 90 days. The period around the IRIS conference 2016 (see conferences report)
show a high activity.

Figure 14: openlaws tags
The number of tags added within openlaws during the IRIS conference 2016 peaked
even stronger compared to the user-created folders. A reason for this can be that it is
easier to create simple tags, compared to the more complex creation of a topic13

https://www.elastic.co/products/kibana
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specific folder.
3.3

openlaws back office

In addition to Kibana and Piwik, a few key metrics are displayed in the openlaws
back office. As of the date of this report, 1,470,244 legal objects are loaded in the
production system (the Neo4J graph database). Users have created 547 tags, 338 short
titles (for case law) and 332 folders.

Figure 15: openlaws back office key metrics
3.4

Apple iOS

Apple provides its own statistics for Apps that are available in the iTunes Store. We
see a strong increase of usage per day since September 2015:

Figure 16: openlaws RIS:App iOS usage
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3.5

Google Android

Google’s Play Developer Console provides extensive statistics on installations of the
openlaws RIS:App on Android devices. As of the date of this report, the App is
installed on 13,614 Android devices.

Figure 17: openlaws RIS:App Android installations
3.6

Social Media

Social media plays a major role when building an online community. In a professional
international setting, Twitter is one of the most popular tools to spread news. For the
project we have therefore focused on Twitter (https://twitter.com/openlaws) and
replicated the Twitter feeds to Facebook (https://www.facebook.com/openlaws.eu/)
and our own project website (www.openlaws.eu).
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Figure 18: openlaws on Twitter

Figure 19: openlaws on Facebook
Social media platforms have their own analytics tools, but there are also third-party
services that make user activity even more visible. As of March 2016, openlaws has
516 followers on Twitter. The geographic spread is visualized by the service
tweepsmap:
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Figure 20: openlaws followers around the world

Figure 21: openlaws followers in Europe
openlaws receives international attention. The visualization on the global map shows
that more than 15% of openlaws followers are located in the USA and Canada. Within
Europe, openlaws was able to create the highest awareness in the UK (17.3%),
Austria (12.9%) and Germany (7.6%). The high percentage of followers in the UK
and Austria is the result of the dissemination activities of the participants and the ODI
(Open Data Institute) start-up status of the project spin-off (openlaws gmbh). The
Netherlands are active as well (5.3%), just like France (5.3%), where an independent
open law movement is emerging.
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Figure 22: openlaws followers’ interests and gender
openlaws followers on Twitter are typically interested in technology and innovation,
economy and news, politics, science, finance, business, books and coding. 70% of our
followers are male, 30% female.
Tweet-impressions have increased during the project duration. The peak was reached
in March 2016 with 18,1000 impressions and 35 mentions. This peak is in direct
connection with our dissemination activities for the final BOLD Conference in
Brussels. The highest number of profile visits was achieved in November 2015 as a
result of our presentation at the European Data Forum in Luxembourg.
The following figures show the numbers of followers and impressions as well as the
most popular tweets since September 2015:
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Figure 23: openlaws tweet statistics
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